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Abstract

This paper proposes a model that investigates a new
avenue for attention control based on dynamic scenes.
We have derived a computational model, based on the
di�erence of Gaussian (DOG) model, to detect abrupt
changes. On and o�-DOG operators are used to de-
tect \on" and \o�" events respectively. The response
of these operators is examined over various temporal
window sizes so that changes at di�erent rates can
be found. The most salient \on" and \o�" events
are determined from the corresponding winner-take-all
(WTA) network. With such a model, we explore the
possibility of an attentional mechanism, in part guided
by abrupt changes, for gaze control. The model has
been tested with image sequences which have changes
caused by brightness or motion and the results are sat-
isfactory.

1 Introduction

Recently, Yantis and several co-authors revealed
from psychological experiments that the abrupt ap-
pearance of an object in the visual �eld draws visual
attention, e.g., [7], [8]. Inspired by this novel idea of
attentional capture, we derive a computational model
to �nd abrupt changes from a sequence of images.
Such a model can be used as part of an attentional
mechanism for gaze control in vision systems.

2 The DOG model

In order to reduce the e�ect of noise and to let our
computational model have as much biological resem-
blance as possible, we consider the response of apply-
ing a di�erence of Gaussian (DOG) operator to the
raw image when �nding changes in a sequence of im-
ages. Mathematically, the DOG operator is de�ned as

DOG(~x) = �cG(~x;�c)� �sG(~x;�s)

where G is a two-dimensional Gaussian operator at ~x:

G(~x;�) =
1

2��2
e�

j~xj2

2�2 (1)

Parameters �c and �s are standard deviations for
centre and surround Gaussian functions respectively.
These Gaussian functions are weighted by integrated
sensitivities �c (for the centre) and �s (for the sur-
round). A detailed analysis of how the shape of the
DOG operator is a�ected by varying the ratio �c

�s
and

�c
�s

is given in [3]. The response, R(~x; t), of the DOG
�lter to an input signal s(~x; t) at ~x during time t is
given by:

R(~x; t) =

Z Z
j~wj�m�

DOG(~w)s(~x � ~w; t)dxdy (2)

where m is the number of standard deviations for the
cuto� for Equation (1) and � =max(�c; �s).

3 Extending the DOG operator to de-
tect changes

The DOG operator introduced in Section 2 uses
simple linear di�erences to model a centre-surround
interaction. The response R(~x; t) is computed from
linear di�erences and is analogous to a measure of con-
trast of events happening between centre and surround
regions of the operator. When �c < �s, the centre of
the operator has a positive contribution while the sur-
round has a negative contribution. This type of DOG
operator is termed the on-DOG operator and is used
to detect \on" events. \On" events are de�ned to be
situations in which the pixel intensity at the centre
region increases. This may be caused by an increase
of illumination or the appearance of objects in some
previously blank positions. When �c > �s, the signs
of the contribution of the centre and the surround are
reversed. This type of DOG operator is termed the
o�-DOG operator and is used to detect \o�" events.



\O�" events are de�ned to be events in which the in-
tensity at the centre region decreases. This may be
caused by a decrease of illumination or objects disap-
pearing from some previously occupied positions. We
will denote the response from on and o�-DOG opera-
tors at location ~x and time t by N (~x; t) and F (~x; t) re-
spectively. In order to decide if there are any changes
happening at location ~x, we would have to look at how
functions N (~x; t) and F (~x; t) change over the current
temporal window. We will �rst develop a model that
detects changes over two consecutive images (i.e. a
temporal window of size two).

When an \on" or \o�" event occurs at location ~x,
the response | as denoted by the function N (~x; t)
and F (~x; t) respectively | should increase over time.
Typically, in order to reduce the e�ect of noise and to
ensure that the change is signi�cant, we require the
rate of increase to exceed a certain threshold, say, �1
and �4 for \on" and \o�" events correspondingly. This
rate can be measured by the temporal derivatives, @N

@t

and @F
@t
, of the functions N and F . With a temporal

window of size two, @N
@t

and @F
@t

can be approximated
by taking the �rst di�erence of response from two suc-
cessive image frames. Therefore, the conditions
@N
@t

� N (~x; t)� N (~x; t� 1) � �1 (for \on" events)
@F
@t
� F (~x; t)� F (~x; t� 1) � �4 (for \o�" events)

have to be satis�ed. In addition, to assure that there
is change at the centre region of the operator, we have
another condition:
@Nc

@t
� Nc(~x; t)� Nc(~x; t� 1) � �3 (for \on" events)

@Fc
@t

� Fc(~x; t)� Fc(~x; t� 1) � �5 (for \o�" events)
where Nc(~x; t) and Fc(~x; t) are the response from
the centre region of the on and o�-DOG operators
respectively1. We also require that jN (~x; t)j � �2 to
ensure the contrast between the centre and the sur-
round is large enough to indicate that there is some-
thing interesting (e.g., an object) under the spatial
extent of the operator for \on" events. However, this
condition for minimum contrast is not required for
\o�" events at the current frame. When some ob-
ject moves away from its original position (with the
object centred at ~x), the region with ~x as the centre
under the current image is the background2.

1The response at the centre can
be computed by Nc(~x; t) =

R R
~w2centre

DOG(~w)s(~x� ~w)dxdy

and Fc(~x; t)=
R R

~w2centre
DOG(~w)s(~x� ~w)dxdy.

2A contrast is not required at the previous frame as well
because an \o�" event may occur at a location which is a bright
uniform background in the previous frame.

4 Competition among scales

In order to �nd events of di�erent scales, on and o�-
DOG operators of various scales are used. A decision
process, which is performed by initiating a winner-
take-all (WTA) process for each type of event, is to
pick the location and scale of the most salient \on"
and \o�" events. Units in each WTA network repre-
sent the response from all locations and spatial scales
of the corresponding event. A winner is determined
from each WTA network using the updating rule de-
scribed by Tsotsos [5]. But before the WTA processes
are initiated, the response from di�erent operator sizes
are normalized. When the spatial extent of an oper-
ator increases, a greater area will contribute to the
operator. Therefore, a mechanism has to be found
to take a balance between the di�erence in size and
response. The normalization function we use in our
model is the one suggested by Culhane and Tsotsos
[2]. It can be expressed as a function of �:

W (�) =
� + 1

�+ ��(2m�+1)
(3)

The parameter � will a�ect the asymptote of the func-
tion, while � will a�ect the steepness of the �rst part of
the function. Empirically, setting � = 10 and � = 1:3
(as suggested by Culhane [1]) seems to yield satisfac-
tory results for our experiments.

5 Extending the temporal window

We now consider a temporal window of size T ,
where (T > 2). By enlarging the temporal window,
our model would be looking for changes that occur at
di�erent rates as well. When the temporal window
is expanded to a size T , we also have to look at how
functions N (~x; t) and F (~x; t) change over T frames.
The change has to be monotonic increasing and the
magnitude of the overall change (when compared be-
tween the �rst and the last image frame) has to be
signi�cant. A simple case would be the T sampled re-
sponses all fall onto a straight line with a slope that
satis�es the minimum change requirement. However,
this ideal case is rarely satis�ed due to noise. Instead,
we must look at the change in response over time to
see if it can be approximated by a straight line. For a
particular location ~x, this straight line will be joining
the response at time t and t� (T �1). Empirically, all
responses in between should be within a distance of
0:2�1 (for \on" events) or 0:2�4 (for \o�" events) from
this line to give a monotonic increasing response. The
algorithm to detect \on" and \o�" events for a general
temporal window size (T � 2) is given in Algorithm 1
(Figure 1).



De�ne ImageResolution to be the set of pixels composing
the image (i.e. the size of the image). Scale S represents
a pair of values for �c and �s: for an on-DOG operator,
�c = S while �s = kS (k > 1); for an o�-DOG operator,
�s = S and �c = kS. Let RN(~x;S) and RF (~x; S) be the
response in detecting \on" events and \o�" events respec-
tively at location ~x (with respect to pixel intensity values)
with operator scale S. Let T be the maximum temporal
window size being considered.

1. For all possible temporal window sizes T 0, 2 � T 0 �
T , do step 2 to step 12 for all possible subsequences
of T consecutive images.

2. For each pixel ~x 2 ImageResolution, do step 3 to
step 9.

3. For each scale S, do step 4 to step 9.
4. Compute N(~x; t0), F (~x; t0), Nc(~x; t

0), Fc(~x; t
0) for t�

(T 0 � 1) � t0 � t.
5. Compute �N = N(~x; t)�N(~x; t� (T 0 � 1)), �F =

F (~x; t)�F (~x; t�(T 0�1)), �Nc = Nc(~x; t)�Nc(~x; t�
(T 0 � 1)), �Fc = Fc(~x; t)� Fc(~x; t� (T 0 � 1)).

6. Check if the functions N(~x; t) and F (~x; t) are mono-
tonic increasing, i.e., if N(~x; t0) and F (~x; t0) can be
approximated by a straight line with maximum error
0:2�1 and 0:2�4 respectively.

7. If N(~x; t) satis�es step 6 and �N � �1, jN(~x; t)j �
�2, �Nc � �3, then something goes on at ~x and set
RN (~x;S) = �N . Else, set RN (~x;S) = 0:

8. If F (~x; t) satis�es step 6 and �F � �4, �Fc � �5,
then something goes o� at ~x and set RF (~x; S) = �F .
Else set RF (~x;S) = 0

9. Return to step 4 if have not computed all scales.
10. Normalize response from all scales using Equation (3).

11. Two WTA networks, one for \on" events and the
other for \o�" events, are initiated to �nd the lo-
cation and scale of the most salient \on" and \o�"
events.

12. Return to step 2 if have not worked on all necessary
temporal window sizes.

13. Pick the �nal winner for on and o�-DOG operators
by running WTA over the winner for each temporal
window.

14. Return to step 1 for the next set of images.

Figure 1: Algorithm 1 { Algorithm for a general tem-
poral window size T (T � 2)

6 Determining parameter values

The main parameters for the DOG operator are �c,
�s, �c and �s. As Fleet[3] pointed out, by keeping
the ratio �s

�c
�xed and varying �c (when �s > �c), the

peak spatial frequency that the operator can detect is
shifted. Moreover, the actual size of �c should be set
according to the size of object or spatial frequencies
that the system is required to discern. Therefore, for
on-DOG operators, our model will look at a series of

operators with �s
�c

�xed at k, with k > 1, while �c
varies. For o�-DOG operators, the value of �s will
vary while the ratio �s

�c
will be 1

k
(since �s < �c).

The parameters �c and �s a�ect the sensitivity of
the operator. By varying �c and �s, the peak at the
centre of operators will be changed. We want to choose
�c and �s such that the response of the operator will
be low (i.e., R(~x; t) = 0) when it is applied to a region
with uniform intensity. This will require �c and �s
to satisfy the relation �c

�s
= 1 3. This relation further

implies that the function DOG(~x) will integrate to
zero, and, therefore, cannot be of one sign.

7 Determining threshold values

When the DOG operator is applied to some ideal
image with constant intensity Ic across the centre and
constant intensity Is for the surround, we will be able
to �nd a closed form for the maximum possible con-
trast, which is also the maximum response, for both
types of operators. Empirically, setting the thresholds
(�1, �2, �3, �4 and �5) to a certain percentage of the
maximum response seems to yield a good decision cri-
terion for choosing the appropriate threshold values.

For on-DOG operators, the value of R(~x; t) will be
maximum (Rmax

n ) when the centre has uniform max-
imum intensity Imax and the surround has minimum
intensity Imin. These maximum and minimum val-
ues can be found by looking at a histogram formed by
intensity values of pixels from current images. Con-
versely, the maximum value of R(~x; t) for an o�-DOG
operator (Rmax

f ) is achieved when the centre has uni-
form intensity Imin and the surround has uniform in-
tensity Imax. We de�ne

zn =

q
2 log( �c

�s
k2)

k2�1 ,

snc = ��c(e�
(kzn)2

2 � 1) + �s(e�
z2n
2 � 1),

sns = �c(e
�

(kzn)2

2 � e�
(km)2

2 ) � �s(e
�
z2n
2 � e�

m
2

2 ),

zf =

q
2 log(�s

�c
k2)

k2�1 ,

sfc = ��c(e
�
z2
f

2 � 1) + �s(e
�

(kzf )
2

2 � 1),

sfs = �c(e�
z2
f

2 � e�
m2

2 )� �s(e�
(kzf )

2

2 � e�
(km)2

2 ).
The maximum response for each type of operator
would be Rmax

n = sncImax + snsImin and Rmax
f =

sfcImin+sfsImax. Values of thresholds are set to �1 =
jp1R

max
n j, �2 = jp2R

max
n j, �3 = jp3�1j, �4 = jp4R

max
f j

and �5 = jp5�4j, where p1, p2, p3, p4 and p5 are values
between 0 and 1. Empirically, the values of p1, p2, p3,
p4 and p5 are set to 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.15 respec-
tively. Figure 2 shows how the model would behave
when the values of p1, p2, p3, p4 and p5 are changed.

3The derivation of this relation is described in [6].
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of thresholds for the on and o�-DOG operators: Figures (a), (b), and (d) show the percentage
errors as the value of p1, p2 and p4 increases respectively. Data are obtained from experiments where the change
is 5%, 20%, 35%, 50%, 65%, 80% and 95% of the maximum intensity. Figures (c) and (e) show the percentage
of pixels (that are marked as candidates of change) that are detected with a change at the centre as p3 and p5
increases respectively. Data are obtained from experiments where the change is 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% of
the maximum intensity.

A detailed analysis of the sensitivities of the thresh-
olds, as well as the derivation of zn, snc, sns, zf , sfc
and sfs are described in [6].

8 Integration to an attentional model

The computational model described above can be
used to direct attention to abrupt changes for eye-head
movement control. The vision system will acquire T
images (where T is the maximum temporal window
size), and use Algorithm 1 to �nd locations where \on"
and \o�" events have occurred. The output from Al-
gorithm 1 is treated as one of the attentional features
for the input level of the processing hierarchy in Tsot-
sos' inhibitory attentional beam model [5]. The most
conspicuous \on" and \o�" events will compete with
other attention attracting image events (e.g., events
that deserve attention according to some task-driven
guidance) and a higher order decision process is as-
sumed to choose the winner in this competition. If
necessary, the robot will move to �xate the selected
area for attention. The appropriate area will be in-
hibited after this shift of attention, and the input to
the lowest level of the hierarchy that directs attention
according to abrupt changes will be refreshed. The
reason that the input has to be refreshed in our model
is because changes that have occurred over a certain
period of time will lose their priority for attention.
Furthermore, when the attention model is directing
the motion of a robot head, we have to acquire a new
set of images every time the head has moved.

9 Implementation results

The computational model, as described by Algo-
rithm 1 (Figure 1), has been implemented in software
on SiliconGraphics 4D/380 VGX. The WTA updating
process is implemented as a simple sequential search
because of hardware limitations. Simulations are to
run on sequences of digitized 128�128 images in which
changes are caused by brightness and motion. In the
present implementation, each sequence of images is ac-
quired in advance through a stationary monochrome
CCD camera. The parameters of the model are set to
�c = �s = 2, k = 2:5 and m = 2. The actual size of
operators used may vary between experiments. The
thresholds �1, �2, �3, �4 and �5 are set as described in
Section 7. The parameters we used for the normaliza-
tion function (Equation (3)) are � = 10 and � = 1:03.

Figure 3 shows the result from a sequence of im-
ages in which a spotlight moves from the cylinder in
the centre (an \o�" event) to the block on its left (an
\on" event). Six di�erent scales for each type of op-
erator are used to detect \on" and \o�" events in this
sequence under a temporal window of size two. The
sizes of these operators are chosen by an intuitive ap-
proximation of the scale of events. The second and
third rows in Figure 3 show which pixels are marked
as candidates for \on" and \o�" events respectively.
The grey level of each pixel shows the magnitude of
change measured at that point. The brighter the pixel,
the greater the magnitude of change. Pixels at which
no changes have been detected are indicated by inten-
sity value 0 (black). From left to right, each column



shows the magnitude of change as measured by oper-
ators of increasing scale. Concentric circles indicate
centre and surround regions of the winning area of
each scale. The �rst row is the original image, with
the areas for most conspicuous \on" and \o�" events
superimposed on Frame 2.

Figure 4 is an example in which changes are caused
by motions of objects. The representation used for dis-
playing the results is the same as in Figure 3 and we
also use a temporal window of size two. By assuming
that objects have pixel intensity values greater than
the background, the current and previous positions of
objects will be regarded as \on" and \o�" events re-
spectively. If this assumption is violated, events that
register the old and new positions of objects may be
reversed. The events happening in Figure 4 are: (1)
the triangular block at the upper left of Frame 1 dis-
appears in Frame 2; (2) a small rectangular block on
the left moving towards the centre; (3) a rectangular
block moves from the centre to the upper right; and
(4) the cylindrical block from the lower right moves
towards the centre. Note that not all pixels at the
new position of the cylindrical block are classi�ed as
having an \on" event. It is because the new position
of the cylindrical block partly overlaps with the for-
mer position of the rectangular block and both objects
have roughly the same intensity level. The same ef-
fect is observed when detecting \o�" events. We can
also observe from this example that di�erent events
are detected from operators of di�erent sizes.

Figure 5 demonstrates an example of simulating the
model using a temporal window of size �ve. In this
example, the luminance of blocks is decreased grad-
ually and, therefore, all the circles in this �gure are
indicating \o�" events. The �rst row is the original
image, superimposed with the overall winner (from all
temporal and spatial scales) of \o�" events. Each col-
umn of Row 2 shows the location of the most salient
change detected with the corresponding image in that
column as the most current frame. Columns 2, 3, 4
and 5 show the location and scale of winning oper-
ators in detecting changes over temporal windows of
sizes two, three, four and �ve respectively. For sim-
plicity, only the centre of winning o�-DOG operators
are shown.

10 Discussion

There are several assumptions and limitations of
the proposed model. First of all, we take for granted
that there is perfect image registration from the device
through which images are obtained. Second, the cor-
respondence problem is not addressed by the model if
the images are acquired from a moving sensor. Finally,

the issue of inhibition of return [4] is not addressed in
our model. More experiments in the psychology area
to study how receptive �elds are inhibited when at-
tention is guided by abrupt changes may help to sug-
gest a way to deal with this problem in our model.
In spite of its limitations, our computational model
has several signi�cant contributions. It investigates a
new avenue that directs the attention of a machine
vision system with respect to abrupt changes. Fur-
thermore, the model can detect changes in a purely
bottom-up fashion and does not require prior knowl-
edge of the scene. With the input signal s(~x; t) rep-
resenting di�erent features, the model can be used to
�nd changes in a visual scene with respect to di�erent
features without alteration. Speci�cally, the compu-
tational model can be used to compute one of the in-
puts at the bottom layer of the processing hierarchy in
Tsotsos' inhibitory attentional beam model, and con-
tributes towards forming another component to the
overall attention model.
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Figure 3: Example of moving a spotlight among some blocks and cylinders: The winning \on" event is the increase
in luminance of the left most block; the winning \o�" event is the decrease in luminance of the cylinder in the
centre.

Figure 4: Example of several blocks moving among other stationary blocks: The most prominent \on" event is
at the new position of the rectangular block at the upper right; the winning \o�" event is at the old position of
the cylindrical block.

Figure 5: Example of decreasing the luminance of blocks: There are only \o�" events in this example. The most
consipious \o�" event is found under a temporal window of size �ve. It is the decrease of luminance of the block
in the middle.


